
The purpose of the experiments conducted here was to 
identify a new semantic factor—namely, pleasantness—
that is assumed to have an impact on verbal short-term 
memory (STM) performance. We explored the influence 
of this semantic factor on two STM tasks: immediate se-
rial recall and immediate serial recognition.

The role of long-term knowledge in serial recall no lon-
ger needs to be demonstrated. However, although the lexi-
cal factors that affect immediate serial recall performance 
have already been clearly identified and examined in a 
large number of studies (e.g., Hulme, Maughan, & Brown, 
1991; Hulme et al., 1997; Roodenrys, Hulme, Lethbridge, 
Hinton, & Nimmo, 2002), the semantic factors likely to 
have an impact on immediate recall are still largely un-
discovered. We know today that immediate serial recall 
is better for (1) high-imageability/concrete words versus 
low-imageability/abstract words (Allen & Hulme, 2006; 
Bourassa & Besner, 1994; Jefferies, Frankish, & Lam-
bon Ralph, 2006a; Walker & Hulme, 1999), (2) abstract 
content words versus function words (Caza & Belleville, 
1999), and (3) semantically related versus unrelated words 
(Poirier & Saint-Aubin, 1995; Saint-Aubin, Ouellette, & 
Poirier, 2005; Saint-Aubin & Poirier, 1999).

Two classes of STM models can provide an explanation 
for the effects of semantic factors on immediate serial re-
call: nonlinguistic models (e.g., Baddeley, Gathercole, & 
Papagno, 1998; Nairne, 1990, 2002) and psycholinguistic 
models (e.g., Martin & Gupta, 2004; Martin & Saffran, 

1997; Patterson, Graham, & Hodges, 1994). Nonlinguis-
tic models of STM posit the existence of a memory system 
specialized in short-term retention of verbal information. 
The redintegration theory originally proposed by Hulme 
et al. (1991) and Schweickert (1993) is one of the nonlin-
guistic models of STM. In this redintegration perspective, 
if temporary phonological representations are partially de-
graded at retrieval time, a redintegration process operates 
in order to reconstruct the incomplete traces on the basis 
of permanent phonological representations. In this view, 
to account for semantic effects in immediate serial recall, 
Poirier and Saint Aubin (1995) proposed that semantic 
activation contributes to the selection of phonological–
lexical candidates for reconstruction. In contrast, psycho-
linguistic models of STM regard verbal STM as an inte-
grated system that emerges from the language-processing 
system. These models propose that STM tasks involve 
multilevel representational capacities that serve compre-
hension and language production. Ongoing interaction 
between the semantic and the phonological representa-
tion levels helps keep phonological representations active 
and, thereby, prevents phonological decay throughout the 
STM task (Jefferies, Frankish, & Lambon Ralph, 2006b; 
Patterson et al., 1994).

The first aim of the present study was to examine the 
impact of a new semantic factor on immediate serial re-
call, the emotional dimension of words, and more spe-
cifically, word pleasantness. According to Osgood and 
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the second and make a decision. In this sense, the serial 
recognition task not only brings item order to bear, but 
also may involve a redintegration process whenever the 
mental representation of the list has deteriorated. In this 
view, semantic factors are thus likely to affect the quality 
of the internal representation of the list items at testing 
time and, as a result, should have an impact on serial rec-
ognition performance (see Neath, 1997, for a similar argu-
ment based on a free reconstruction-of-order task).

The second objective of this study was to examine the 
impact of the pleasantness factor on serial recognition. In 
a redintegrative approach, if the recognition task indeed 
bypasses the redintegration process, the impact of the 
pleasantness factor on recognition performance should 
disappear. Otherwise, a pleasantness effect should show 
up. Finally, because psycholinguistic models of STM con-
sider that semantic knowledge starts intervening at en-
coding time and continues throughout the task (including 
during retrieval), they predict that a pleasantness effect 
will still occur on recognition tasks.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 was conducted to study how a new se-
mantic variable, pleasantness, affects immediate serial 
recall. Because pleasant words are semantically richer 
and, thus, more readily accessible, both classes of STM 
models (i.e., nonlinguistic and psycholinguistic models) 
predict that pleasant words will be recalled better than 
neutral words.

Method
Participants. Thirty-two 1st-year psychology students at Paul 

Valéry University in Montpellier (mean age, 23 years) volunteered 
to participate in the experiment. They were all native speakers of 
French.

Materials. Two sets of 10 words were chosen: one of pleasant 
words and one of neutral words. The pleasant and neutral words were 
selected according to the Bonin et al. (2003) norms, where words are 
rated on emotional valence on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (very 
negative) to 5 (very positive). The pleasant set consisted of words 
with a positive mean valence greater than 4.28 and a standard devia-
tion lower than 0.79 (for the whole set, M  4.50, SD  0.17). To 
avoid awareness of the manipulation of word pleasantness, none of 
the pleasant words directly denoted a particular emotion (e.g., joy) 
but only connoted emotions (e.g., gift can evoke an emotion like 
joy). The neutral set consisted of words with a mean valence between 
2.92 and 3.12 and a standard deviation below 1.14 (for the whole 
set, M  2.99, SD  0.06). There was a significant mean-valence 
difference between the two sets of words [F(1,18)  676.8, MSe  
0.02, p  .001].

The two selected word sets were matched on word length. In each 
set, nine words were two syllables long and one word was three syl-
lables long. They were low-, medium-, and high-frequency words, 
matched across sets. Written word frequency in occurrences per mil-
lion was determined from BRULEX (Content, Mousty, & Radeau, 
1990) as reported in the LEXIQUE database (New, Pallier, Ferrand, 
& Matos, 2001; available at www.lexique.org/). An ANOVA showed 
that the two sets of words did not differ significantly in objective 
frequency [pleasant, M  21.8, SD  26.8; neutral, M  21, SD  
28.8; F(1,18)  0.004, MSe  774.98, p  .95]. The two sets of 
words were also matched on concreteness [pleasant, M  4.44, 
SD  0.50; neutral, M  4.70, SD  0.29; F(1,18)  1.94, MSe  
0.17, p  .18], imageability [pleasant, M  4.52, SD  0.26; neu-

his colleagues (Osgood & Suci, 1955; Osgood, Suci, & 
Tannenbaum, 1957), word emotionality can be defined 
as a measure of the extent to which a word refers to a 
pleasant or an unpleasant meaning. Recently, Hadley and 
MacKay (2006, Experiment 1) showed that STM for cer-
tain unpleasant emotional words (i.e., taboo words) was 
better than that for neutral words. However, there are no 
studies of this type for pleasant words. Pleasant words are 
known today to be remembered better than neutral words 
in long-term memory tasks (e.g., Bock, 1986; Ferré, 
2003). This pleasant-word advantage can be explained by 
the rich and diverse nature of long-term semantic repre-
sentations. In the case of emotional words, Bower (1981) 
suggested that emotion nodes are added to semantic nodes 
in the network to represent the physiological and experi-
ential components of the emotion denoted or connoted 
by the word (see also Niedenthal, Barsalou, Winkielman, 
Krauth-Gruber, & Ric, 2005). In the same vein, some re-
searchers have postulated that, unlike neutral-word rep-
resentations, the long-term representations of emotional 
words contain autobiographical and self-reference units 
(Ochsner, 2000; Rogers, Kuiper, & Kirkner, 1977). The 
fact that pleasant-word representations are semantically 
richer should show up as a pleasantness effect on immedi-
ate serial recall. The recall advantage of pleasant words is 
expected for both types of STM model (i.e., nonlinguistic 
and psycholinguistic).

Although the results published in the literature are consis-
tent as far as the influence of semantics on immediate serial 
recall is concerned, the findings are scarcer and sometimes 
inconsistent when an immediate serial recognition task1 is 
used (Jefferies et al., 2006b; Knott, Patterson, & Hodges, 
2000; Walker & Hulme, 1999). Jefferies et al. (2006b) found 
that imageability influenced immediate serial recognition 
performance. In contrast, Walker and Hulme observed no 
effects of concreteness on immediate serial recognition, and 
Knott et al. found equivalent serial recognition performance 
for relatively well-known and poorly comprehended words 
in a patient with semantic dementia.

The fact that semantic effects disappear in recognition 
tasks is in line with the predictions of certain proponents 
of the redintegration view, who have postulated that recog-
nition tasks bypass the redintegration process (e.g., Gath-
ercole, Pickering, Hall, & Peaker, 2001; Walker & Hulme, 
1999). Indeed, insofar as items are presented again to 
participants at the time of test, information about item 
identity is directly available and, thus, eliminates the need 
for a reconstruction process. These authors have relied on 
the disappearance of lexical/semantic effects in recogni-
tion tasks to contend that the redintegration process is a 
late process that does not take effect until response time. 
However, the view that recognition tasks do not involve 
redintegration is not shared by all advocates of the redinte-
gration model. Capaldi and Neath (1995) contended that 
all memory tasks require retrieving a mental representa-
tion that has to be compared with external information to 
meet the task demands. When the task is a serial recogni-
tion task, one can assume that during the second presenta-
tion of the list, the participant will generate an internal 
representation of the first list in order to compare it with 
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ited to the last item. There was a significant interaction be-
tween word pleasantness and serial position [F(6,186)  
3.09, MSe  0.015, p  .01]. A Newman–Keuls analysis 
of this interaction revealed that pleasant-word recall dif-
fered significantly from neutral-word recall in all the se-
rial positions except for the first, sixth, and last.

The mean speech rate was 2.46 words per second for 
pleasant words (SD  0.32) and 2.44 words per second 
for neutral words (SD  0.31). This difference was not 
significant [t(31)  1.44, p  .16].

Finally, an error analysis was conducted on the mem-
ory data. Two kinds of errors were tallied: item errors and 
order errors. An item error was defined as a missing or a 
wrong item (i.e., an item that did not belong to the list just 
presented). In each condition, the number of item errors 
was divided by the total number of words presented. An 
order error occurred when a just-presented word was re-
called in the wrong serial position. In each condition, the 
number of order errors was divided by the total number 
of words correctly recalled, irrespective of serial position 
(Murdock, 1976). Table 1 shows the mean proportions and 
standard deviations of item and order errors in each condi-
tion. Item errors were much more frequent for neutral lists 
(.27) than for pleasant lists (.21) [t(31)  5.12, p  .001]. 
There were also more order errors for neutral lists (.24) 
than for pleasant lists (.18) [t(31)  3.43, p  .01].

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 indicated that pleasant words 

clearly facilitated immediate serial recall (as compared 
with neutral words) for the median serial positions. This 
facilitation was considerable, amounting to an average ad-
vantage of 9% across the serial positions. The pleasantness 
effect was observed at the item information level, leading 
to fewer item errors on pleasant words, but also at the order 
information level, leading again to fewer order errors on 
pleasant words. The pleasantness advantage seems to be 
independent of rehearsal process efficiency, because the 
speech rates for pleasant and neutral words were not sig-
nificantly different. These results provide further support 
for a semantic contribution to immediate serial recall (e.g., 
Saint-Aubin et al., 2005; Walker & Hulme, 1999). Note 
that the result pattern observed here is exactly like the one 
found by Allen and Hulme (2006) when they manipulated 
concreteness in immediate serial recall.

Because pleasantness had never been studied before 
in the STM framework, it seemed necessary to replicate 

tral, M  4.36, SD  0.51; F(1,18)  0.78, MSe  0.16, p  .39], 
and subjective frequency [pleasant, M  3.26, SD  0.87; neutral, 
M  3.30, SD  0.92; F(1,18)  0.01, MSe  0.80, p  .92], as 
determined from the Bonin et al. (2003) norms. Finally, care was 
taken to avoid phonological similarity by not including words that 
rhymed within or across sets.

Twenty pseudorandom lists of seven words were generated: 
10 lists from the pleasant set and 10 lists from the neutral set. The 
lists were constructed so that no word appeared more than once in 
any given list and each word was presented in each serial position. 
All the participants saw all 20 lists, presented in a random order.

Two practice lists were generated, one with three words and one 
with four words. The practice words were neutral or pleasant and 
were not included in the experimental material.

Procedure. The participants were tested individually, in a single 
session lasting approximately 30 min. First they performed a serial 
recall task, and then their speech rate on each of the 20 experimental 
words was measured.

For the serial recall task, each list was read to the participant at 
the rate of approximately one word per second. As soon as the last 
word had been read, the participants attempted to verbally recall 
the words in their order of presentation. They were instructed to say 
“pass” when they forgot a particular word in a list.

To assess speech rate, the participants were shown the experimen-
tal words one at a time and were asked to repeat each one 10 times as 
quickly and as clearly as they could. A stopwatch was used to time 
the 10 repetitions of each word. The total time taken for each word 
was then converted into words per second.

Results
For the serial recall task, credit was given only for 

words produced in the correct serial position. The score 
was the proportion of pleasant and neutral words correctly 
recalled. The mean serial recall scores are shown in Fig-
ure 1. They were input into a two-way repeated measures 
ANOVA in which the factors were word pleasantness 
(pleasant vs. neutral) and serial position (Position 1 to Po-
sition 7 on the list). This analysis yielded a pleasant-word 
advantage [F(1,31)  34.34, MSe  0.027, p  .001] and 
a serial position effect [F(6,186)  70.35, MSe  0.043, 
p  .001]. A Scheffé analysis of the main effect of serial 
position showed that the primacy effect extended from Po-
sition 1 to Position 3 and that the recency effect was lim-
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Figure 1. Mean percentages of correct recall for pleasant and 
neutral words as a function of serial position.

Table 1 
Mean Proportions (With Standard Deviations) of 

Item and Order Errors for Pleasant and Neutral Words 
in Experiments 1 and 2 (Serial Recall)

Experiment 1 Experiment 2
(Limited Word Set) (Open Word Set)

Item Order Item Order
Errors Errors Errors Errors

Condition  M  SD  M  SD  M  SD  M  SD

Pleasant words .21 .10 .18 .09 .21 .08 .11 .10
Neutral words  .27  .11  .24  .10  .24  .09  .18  .10
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Positions 1 and 2 and that the recency effect concerned 
only the last item of the memory list. The interaction be-
tween these two variables was not significant [F(6,138)  
1.56, MSe  0.022, p  .16].

The mean speech rate for pleasant words was 2.44 words 
per second (SD  0.33), whereas it was 2.42 words 
per second (SD  0.30) for neutral words. This difference 
was not significant [t(23)  0.91, p  .37].

As in Experiment 1, each recall error was classified 
into one of two mutually exclusive categories: item errors 
and order errors. Table 1 shows the mean proportions and 
standard deviations of item and order errors in each con-
dition (pleasant vs. neutral words). Item errors were more 
frequent for neutral lists (.24) than for pleasant lists (.21) 
[t(23)  2.30, p  .05]. There were also more order errors 
on neutral lists (.18) than on pleasant lists (.11) [t(23)  
3.87, p  .001].

Discussion
The main effects reported here are strikingly similar 

to the effects reported in Experiment 1, using a different 
set of words. Consequently, there is no doubt that pleas-
ant words are remembered better than neutral words in 
an immediate serial recall task (average advantage of 8% 
across the serial positions). The only difference between 
Experiment 1 and this replication concerned the interac-
tion between pleasantness and serial position, which was 
significant in Experiment 1, but not in Experiment 2. Nev-
ertheless, at the descriptive level, there was still a trend 
toward a higher recall rate for pleasant words in the me-
dian serial positions. The small but nonsignificant trend 
observed in Experiment 2 could be due to the lower num-
ber of participants in this experiment, as compared with 
Experiment 1.

The pleasantness effect on immediate serial recall can 
be interpreted within the framework of the two classes of 
models presented above. According to the literature on 
emotions, pleasant words are semantically richer than neu-
tral words. Long-term representations of pleasant words 

these effects with new sets of words. In order to general-
ize the pleasantness effect, abstract words were included 
in the material of Experiment 2, and an open stimulus set 
was used (i.e., different words on every list).

EXPERIMENT 2

Method
Participants. The participants were 24 second-year psychol-

ogy students at Paul Valéry University (mean age, 21 years), who 
received course credit for their participation. They were all native 
French speakers.

Materials. Fifty-six pleasant words and 56 neutral words were 
selected from the Bonin et al. (2003) and the Syssau and Font (2005) 
norms. In the Syssau and Font norms, words were rated on emotional 
valence, using a 3-point scale ( positive, negative, and neutral ). The 
pleasant words selected according to the Bonin et al. norms con-
sisted of words with a positive mean valence greater than 4.32. The 
pleasant items selected from the Syssau and Font norms were words 
that were rated positively by at least 70% of the participants. The 
neutral set included words with a mean valence between 2.92 and 
3.12 in the Bonin et al. norms and words that were rated neutrally by 
at least 70% of the participants in the Syssau and Font norms.

The pleasant and neutral sets of words were matched on number 
of phonemes. Each set included an equal number of words composed 
of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10 phonemes. On average, pleasant and neu-
tral words were composed of 4.5 phonemes. The two sets of selected 
words were also matched on word frequency, using the BRULEX da-
tabase (Content et al., 1990) as reported in the LEXIQUE database 
(New et al., 2001). Each set consisted of 20 low-frequency words, 
6 medium-frequency words, and 30 high-frequency words. Finally, 
concreteness was controlled. In each set, 22 abstract words and 34 
concrete words were selected.

Sixteen lists of seven words (8 lists from the pleasant set and 8 
lists from the neutral set) were randomly generated, each experimen-
tal word occurring only once. The participants were presented with 
all 16 lists, in a random order.

Two practice lists were generated, one with three words, the other 
with four words. The practice words were pleasant or neutral and 
were not included in the experimental material.

Procedure. The procedure for Experiment 2 was the same as that 
for Experiment 1 in most respects. The only difference concerned 
the way speech rate was assessed, which took into account word 
coarticulation duration. Ten pleasant and 10 neutral words were se-
lected from the experimental sets. These words were matched on 
number of phonemes, frequency, and concreteness and were orga-
nized in pairs (five pleasant pairs and five neutral pairs) presented 
in a random order. The participants were instructed to repeat each 
pair as quickly as possible until they were told to stop (after about 
10 repetitions). The time taken to do this was recorded and then 
converted into items articulated per second.

Results
For the serial recall task, each trial was scored for the 

number of words correctly recalled in serial position. 
These data, collapsed across participants and lists, are 
presented in Figure 2. They were input into a two-way 
repeated measures ANOVA in which the variables were 
word pleasantness (pleasant vs. neutral) and serial posi-
tion (Position 1 to Position 7 on the list). There was a sig-
nificant main effect of word pleasantness in favor of pleas-
ant words [F(1,23)  19.96, MSe  0.029, p  .001] and 
a significant main effect of serial position [F(6,138)  
44.11, MSe  0.040, p  .0001]. A Scheffé analysis of the 
latter effect showed that the primacy effect was limited to 
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Figure 2. Mean percentages of correct recall for pleasant and 
neutral words as a function of serial position.
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do not involve a redintegration process (Gathercole et al., 
2001; Walker & Hulme, 1999), the pleasantness effect ob-
served in immediate serial recall should disappear. If, on the 
other hand, serial recognition tasks do call upon a redintegra-
tion process, as some other theorists assume (Neath, 1997), 
the pleasantness effect should still occur. Finally, predictions 
based on psycholinguistic models of STM also state that a 
pleasantness effect will occur in recognition tasks.

Method
Participants. Twenty-four 1st-year psychology students at Paul 

Valéry University (mean age, 20 years) participated in the experi-
ment for course credit. All the participants were native French 
speakers.

Materials and Design. The materials were identical to those 
employed in Experiment 1 in terms of the experimental words 
(10 pleasant and 10 neutral words) and memory lists (ten 7-word 
lists from the pleasant set and ten 7-word lists from the neutral set). 
The 10 lists for each word type were used to construct 5 identical and 
5 different lists for the serial recognition task. For the identical lists, 
the same sequence of items was presented twice. For the different 
lists, the second presentation contained the same items as the initial 
presentation, but the order of two adjacent items in the original list 
was switched on the second presentation. In order to optimize task 
difficulty, neither the first nor the last item in a list was affected 
by the transposition. The memory lists were divided into two sets 
(identified as Set A and Set B), each consisting of 5 pleasant lists 
and 5 neutral lists. In one version of the task, the Set A lists were the 
identical lists, whereas the Set B lists were the different lists. In the 
other version, transpositions were done on the Set A lists, whereas 
the Set B lists remained unchanged. Each participant was given one 
of these two versions. All the participants saw the 20 identical and 
different lists, which were presented in an unpredictable order, with 
the constraint of, at most, 4 lists of the same type in a row (i.e., 
identical or different).

In addition, three practice lists were generated, each containing 
seven neutral or pleasant words. These words were not included in 
the experimental material.

Procedure. The participants were tested individually or in groups 
of 2 or 3. The experimenter read the lists at a rate of approximately 
one word per second. The last word on the first list presented and 
the first word on the second list presented were separated by a 2-sec 
interval. After hearing the second list, the participants were required 
to indicate whether the lists were identical or different by circling the 
answer “identical” or “different” on a response sheet.

Results and Discussion
Accuracy, assessed by d , was calculated for each con-

dition (i.e., pleasant vs. neutral words) using the different 
responses to identical lists as false alarms. Accordingly, 
different lists are taken as the signal, and identical lists, 
as noise. The mean d  for pleasant words was 2.31 (SD  
1.54), whereas it was 1.36 (SD  0.92) for neutral words. 
This difference was significant [t(23)  2.87, p  .01]. 
So recognition accuracy was greater for pleasant than for 
neutral lists. Table 2 shows the hit and false alarm rates 
for each condition. Hit rates were higher for pleasant 
words (.75) than for neutral words (.66) [t(23)  2.33, 
p  .05]. The false alarm rates of pleasant (.33) and neu-
tral (.32) words did not differ significantly [t(23)  0.14, 
p  .89].

The main result of Experiment 3 was that emotional 
word lists were recognized better than neutral word lists. 
Before discussing our results further, we will report an 

contain semantic, physiological (Bower, 1981; Niedenthal 
et al., 2005), and autobiographical (Ochsner, 2000; Rogers 
et al., 1977) information. Therefore, according to psycho-
linguistic models of STM, activation of the semantic level 
will be greater for pleasant words than for neutral words, 
and this will increase activation at the phonological level. 
In the redintegration view, the fact that pleasant words ben-
efit from richer semantic information facilitates the selec-
tion of the best phonological candidate for recall whenever 
the phonological trace has faded at recall time.

Our error analyses showed that pleasantness affected the 
recall of both item and order information in the serial re-
call task (Experiments 1 and 2). The finding that pleasant 
words led to fewer item errors than did neutral words is in 
line with the results of previous studies in which semantic 
variables were manipulated (e.g., Saint-Aubin & Poirier, 
1999; Walker & Hulme, 1999). On the other hand, an effect 
of lexical/semantic factors on order memory has generally 
not been observed in previous research (e.g., Hulme et al., 
1997; Poirier & Saint-Aubin, 1995; Walker & Hulme, 
1999).2 The finding that order information is retained bet-
ter for pleasant than for neutral words seems inconsistent 
with the redintegration account. In this view, the redinte-
gration process is assumed to operate at the item level to 
restore the degraded temporary trace of each item by com-
paring it with stable linguistic knowledge. The redintegra-
tion process is not assumed to restore the order in which 
the items were presented (Gathercole et al., 2001; Poirier & 
Saint-Aubin, 1995, 1996; Saint-Aubin & Poirier, 2000). In 
their current state, linguistic models of STM do not seem 
capable of accounting for this result either. A possible 
explanation of the pleasantness effect on order retention 
can be found in the source memory literature (Johnson, 
Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993). Source memory pertains 
to the context in which information was presented. It can 
be based on temporal (when) or spatial (where) aspects of 
events, on the modality in which events were presented, 
and on the perceptual details accompanying them. Doerk-
sen and Shimamura (2001) observed a beneficial effect of 
emotion on source memory. They found better recognition 
of the color associated with emotional words, as compared 
with neutral words. In the present study, the location of an 
item in the list was marked temporally, so this made it an 
element of the presentation context. In this light, it is clear 
that the presentation order of pleasant words is easier to 
memorize than that of neutral words.

We saw that the results of Experiments 1 and 2 indi-
cated a clear-cut pleasantness effect on immediate serial 
recall. The goal of the next two experiments was to see 
whether pleasantness would also affect performance on 
an immediate serial recognition task. In Experiment 3, we 
used the same limited set of words as that in Experiment 1, 
and in Experiment 4, the same open set of words as that in 
Experiment 2 was used.

EXPERIMENT 3

As was stated in the introduction, if, as certain advocates 
of the redintegration model contend, serial recognition tasks 
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ity. Walker and Hulme used a matching span procedure 
in which the list length was gradually increased until the 
participants no longer responded accurately. This type of 
span procedure may turn out to be less sensitive to seman-
tic factors than is a procedure involving a fixed number of 
items per list. The problem may also stem from the mag-
nitude of the effect of the semantic variable manipulated. 
One could contend that the pleasantness variable influ-
ences verbal STM to a greater extent than does concrete-
ness. However, if this is true, it should also be reflected 
in performance on immediate serial recall, which does 
not seem to be the case (8.6% recall advantage in Walker 
& Hulme, 1999, vs. 9% and 8% here in Experiments 1 
and 2, respectively). Let us mention one final potential 
explanation. In the present study, the pleasantness factor 
had an impact on memory for both item identity and item 
order (Experiments 1 and 2), whereas in previous studies, 
the impact of lexical/semantic factors has generally been 
confined to memory for item identity (e.g., Gathercole 
et al., 2001; Hulme et al., 1997; Walker & Hulme, 1999). 
One can thus argue in the present case that a recognition 
task consisting of detecting changes in the order of the 
list items is more sensitive to the manipulated semantic 
factor. Given that the order of pleasant words is retained 
better than the order of neutral words, one should indeed 
find better detection of item transposition when pleasant 
words are being recognized.

The finding that pleasantness effects occurred in an im-
mediate serial recognition task seems inconsistent with 
the claim made by some proponents of the redintegra-
tion account, that serial recognition does not require red-
integration (e.g., Gathercole et al., 2001). This result is 
compatible, however, with the position defended by other 
proponents of the redintegration model (Neath, 1997), ac-
cording to which recognition at testing time involves the 
activation of a mental representation (the items in the first 
order) that will be compared with external information 
(i.e., the items in the second order). If the mental repre-
sentation happens to be degraded, the redintegration pro-
cess will take effect, with its efficiency depending on the 
quality of the long-term representations. Finally, the fact 
that pleasantness effects still occurred here in recognition 
is also compatible with psycholinguistic models of STM, 
which assume semantic intervention starting at encoding 
time and continuing throughout the task.

CONCLUSION

By manipulating word pleasantness, the present study 
was able to offer some new supporting arguments for a 
semantic contribution to verbal STM. Word pleasantness 
was found to affect immediate serial recall and had the 
particularity of also affecting performance on an imme-
diate serial recognition task. This last finding allows us 
to rule out the view of recognition tasks whereby they 
are pure order memory tasks that bypass the redinte-
gration process. It remains interpretable, nonetheless, 
in terms of the nonlinguistic redintegration model, pro-
vided we accept Neath’s (1997) claim that meeting rec-

attempt to replicate this effect with the same unlimited set 
of items as that in Experiment 2.

EXPERIMENT 4

Method
Participants. Twenty-four 2nd-year psychology students at Paul 

Valéry University (mean age, 20 years) volunteered to participate in 
the experiment. All were native French speakers.

Materials and Design. The materials were identical to those em-
ployed in Experiment 2 in terms of experimental words (56 pleasant 
and 56 neutral words) and memory lists (eight 7-word lists from the 
pleasant set and eight 7-word lists from the neutral set). The 8 lists 
for each word condition were used to construct 4 identical and 4 dif-
ferent lists following exactly the same design as that in Experiment 3. 
Each participant saw the 16 identical and different lists, which were 
presented in a random order, with the constraint of having, at most, 3 
lists of the same type in a row (i.e., identical or different).

Procedure. The procedure was the same as that in Experiment 3.

Results
As in Experiment 3, accuracy was calculated for each 

condition (pleasant vs. neutral words). The mean d  for 
pleasant words was 2.10 (SD  1.15), whereas it was 1.29 
(SD  1.49) for neutral words. This difference was signif-
icant [t(23)  2.24, p  .05]. Recognition accuracy was 
greater for pleasant than for neutral lists. Table 2 shows the 
hit and false alarm rates in each condition. Hit rates were 
higher for pleasant words (.69) than for neutral ones (.62) 
[t(23)  2.33, p  .05]. The false alarm rates of pleasant 
(.31) and neutral (.40) words did not differ significantly 
[t(23)  1.52, p  .14].

Discussion
The results of Experiment 4 confirm the findings of Ex-

periment 3 in that they demonstrated a pleasantness effect 
on an immediate serial recognition task. So, there is no 
doubt that the pleasantness effect observed in immediate 
serial recall (Experiments 1 and 2) can still occur in serial 
recognition (Experiments 3 and 4). This finding seems to 
go against a number of results reported in the literature, 
including those obtained by Walker and Hulme (1999) 
when the semantic variable manipulated was concrete-
ness. In their study, Walker and Hulme found equivalent 
serial recognition performance for concrete and abstract 
words (Experiment 4) despite a clear serial recall advan-
tage for concrete words (Experiment 1). This apparent 
contradiction may be due to a problem of task sensitiv-

Table 2 
Mean Proportions (With Standard Deviations) of 

Hit and False Alarm Rates As a Function of Pleasantness 
in Experiments 3 and 4 (Serial Recognition)

Experiment 3 Experiment 4
(Limited Word Set) (Open Word Set)

Pleasant Neutral Pleasant Neutral
Words Words Words Words

Responses  M  SD  M  SD  M  SD  M  SD

Hits .75 .11 .66 .17 .69 .11 .62 .14
False alarms  .33  .19  .32  .24  .31  .24  .40  .23
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ognition task demands requires comparing an internal 
representation of previously presented information with 
external information. Finally, our results as a whole are 
fully compatible with psycholinguistic models of STM, 
which predict parallel effects of semantic factors in se-
rial recall and recognition. Even though both classes of 
models turned out to be capable of accounting for the 
main results of the present study, the mechanisms pro-
posed to explain the observed phenomena are quite dif-
ferent. Whereas nonlinguistic models of STM confine 
the implication of semantic knowledge to the retrieval 
phase, psycholinguistic models posit the intervention of 
semantic knowledge throughout task execution—that is, 
during encoding, retention, and testing. The explanation 
we propose for why memory for order is better when the 
to-be-remembered words are pleasant (i.e., better source 
memory) suggests that the impact of word pleasantness 
takes effect already at item-encoding time. In this sense, 
it seems more compatible with psycholinguistic ap-
proaches to verbal STM.
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NOTES

1. An immediate serial recognition task involves the presentation 
of a list of verbal items, followed immediately by the presentation of 
a second list containing the same items in either the same or a differ-
ent order. The participant has to judge whether or not the two lists are 
different.

2. It should be noted, however, that a number of contradictory find-
ings on this point have been reported in the literature. Saint-Aubin 
et al. (2005) found an effect of semantic similarity on order errors in 
favor of unrelated words. Allen and Hulme (2006) observed a higher 
proportion of order errors for abstract words than for concrete words.
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